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Sound travels with us.There is a story of John Cage visiting

NASA's experimental audio lab, and being shocked at how

much he could hear in a soundless spac e. The noises were of

course those of his own body, the blood pumping, the saliva

caught in the corner of his mouth. The silent space had made

him audible. Audio has a fluorescent glow to it;it penetrates

our bodies and is tasted by our ears on the w ay to the

cerebrum. The project Audible: New Frontiers had three

different manifestations by which it could attract listeners .

In the gallery track listings were determined by movement,

a listener paced around a room,choosing when and how to

enter one of the six smithsonite p ods. On radio the works

spread over weeks, opening themselves up to casual listeners,

offering pairings and lingering memories and unexpec ted

disturbance to a Sunday afternoon.Lastly , on CD the six works

became fixed, time and movement were rendered familiar and

structured into a playlist.

R a d i o q u a l i a' s "data.space.rtn" holds a butterfly net 

up to radio waves. Noise is an all per vasive signal, radio waves

bounce between objects travelling further than we can hear 

or see, they need to be caught to be heard. "data.space.rtn" 

is about chance manifestations of distance, and the play

between the specific and the global,what can be captured,

and what we choose to capture.

"Poltergeist" is obviously a film without visuals . Rachel Shearer

points sound back towards its supernatural roots, the result is 

a liquidation of the visual.I hold my breath in order to shut 

my eyes. Did she trip over? There is something hitting the

walls, noise is repressed, trapped in a black box.

Philharmonic's "7 airports" offers an acoustic melange of 

the technical body of the generic airport. Rather than being

non-spaces airports are stockpiles of sound. Music found here

becomes a cartography, mapped by someone gently doodling

in a corner.

The "Slow Interior Circles/ Headphones and Radio" of 

Richard Francis remind us that with sound there can be no

separation between the object, its material qualities and our

perception of it. Sound comes from over there to touch us,

here. Designed to vibrate, the ear drum can quickly become

unstable, sounds which are unheard become the most

physically insistent.

A chance encounter with talkback radio is enough to drive me

from the house, rather than turn and switch it off I must move

myself physically away. Wendyhouse's "Skull & Crossphones"

has the same effect. Noise here is measured in the same units

as information,it is compressed into the same transmission

mediums, it is entropic. Chaos is a presence not an absenc e,

a positive which will promote reorganisation and higher

complexity. Wendyhouse ask just what does occupy the 

space between the left and right headphones?

Narrative sound worlds are disrupted in John McCallum's work

"Tony's tapes".Time is contracted, and experienced double.

Everyday actions are described which render the medium

highly visible. "I'll sign off and find the right place in my tape"

and "you we re saying this was a good mode of co m m u n i cat i o n "

suggest a direct connection between message and receiver,

but misreadings and understandings per vade. Like the

complete incompatibility of irony with email,the unsaid

cannot quite make itself heard.

So what of everyday technologies? The code of Audible does

not come first, - there is not a basic matter of sound which 

is interfered with - instead the code crystallises from action,

these works are starting points for listening. Maybe they

caught someone by chance, sliding past the fragments

encased in white pods, or, scratched on the surface of the

ether, but whatever their final destination,these sounds 

will avoid staying where they are told.

Susan Ballard
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Listening posts by Valentin Tinc

‘Getting down with the Brown’ in Christchurch,what appears

on the surface to be the most English of all New Zealand 

cities, can be as it states in The Loni and Roni Show exhibition

catalogue,‘as comfortable as all year round sea swimming…’

Curated in the heart of the southern win ter to coincide with

the 7th International Pacific Art Association Symposium held

in Christchurch June 2003, The Loni and Roni Show was both

lighthearted and serious.

The Loni and Roni Show – its name a parody of the British

comedy duo The Two Ronnie’s –  provided a 70’s style luau,

an entry though the jet-set lounge in to a Pacific paradise.

The Physics Room became, for the opening night at least ,

an escapist adve nt u re from subze ro Ch ri s tc h u rch te m pe rat u re s

complete with coconut palms, blue glassy ocean,bikini babes,

oiled beauties serving drinks, lyrical men and dusky poetic

maidens, sea sounds, Astroturf, spa pools and American

cultural imperialism.

The aim of The Loni and Roni Sh ow fe at u ring Sa m o a n / Ma o ri

a rtist Lonnie Hutchinson and Ra ro tongan artist Ve ro n i ca Va eva e,

was combined with the Pacific Art Association symposium’s

intention to challenge attitudes and ideas about the Pacific

and the arts of the Pacific . The superbly subversive curatorial

intent of curator Stephanie Oberg, leaped off from and paid

homage to the equally subversive ‘Bottled Ocean’ curated by

Jim Viviaere in 1996.Like the PAA symposium, Oberg took the

Pacific’s history in hand and considered the Pacific t oday

through a political and artistic lens . Tourist and primitive art

definitions were parodied and themes of migr ation, tourism,

consumerism,and changing forms of cultural currency

were explored. The artists’ upbeat and contemporary

urban expression and conceptual depth were showcased.

A particularly potent work was Lole Lole, a large aeroplane

wall-work,made from coloured jelly jet planes by Hutchinson.

Lole Lole made reference to the horror story nightmare of

jellyfish babies, a term used by the women of Rongelap for

babies born after nuclear testing in Micronesia on Bikini A toll

in 1954.

‘Now we have the problem of jellyfish babies. These babies 

are born like jellyfish. They have no eyes. They have no heads.

They have no arms. They have no legs. They do not shape like

human beings at all. But they are born on the labour table .

The most colourful,ugly things that you have ever seen.

Some of them have hairs on them and they breathe .’ 1

Within the opening paragraphs of the exhibition catalogue

Oberg states, ‘…experiences of Polynesian heart, art, identity

and culture rarely spill out into the everyday life of the

mainstream but manifest as guest appearances, performances

adding ‘colour’ to formal and official occasions…a hothouse

flower one minute, literally out in the cold the ne xt…’

Particularly true of Christchurch with its conservative chilliness,

hidden undercurrents and anxieties about status, race and

culture. The city’s ‘brown experience’ including Maori (and

perhaps the reason why the famous Pacific Underground

theatre group which emerged from Christchurch named

themselves ‘Pacific Underground’) is mostly covert, and often

experienced fleetingly – no compulsory bicultural politics 

in this town!  The Loni and Roni Show at the Physics Room

managed to roll Christchurch over and expose its brown

underbelly so we could see it. Now all know it is there…

Megan Tamati-Quennell

1  Darlene Keju Johnson, Pacific Women Speak Out for Independence 

and De Nuclearisation, Zoh de Istar, Raven Press 1998

The Loni & Roni Show

Lonnie Hutchinson & Veronica Vaevae. Curated by Stephanie Oberg
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